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An afternoon in a park. A girl is standing under a tree. She is wearing shorts and is holding 

her arms in an alluring pose. A boy surrounded by dogs approaches her. They look at each 

other. So far so good. But the artist of this peaceful impression, Milet Andrejevic, entitled 

his work of 1983 An afternoon of Actaeon. What does this title mean? 

The Roman poet Ovid tells us in his Metamorphoses the following story: Actaeon, grandson 

of Cadmus, is hunting with his friends in the mountains of Boeotia. When the sun reaches its 

height they decide to put an end to the hunting and continue the next day In the 

neighbourhood there is a valley with a cave and a well in which Diana and her nymphs 

normally bathe. Actaeon, ‘wandering with uncertain steps through the unfamiliar wood’, 

arrived at the sacred spot ‘as fate directed his steps’. His eyes see what was not meant to be 

seen by any mortal man: Diana, the goddess of chastity, naked. The furious Diana sprinkles 

him with water, while cursing him, and changes him into a stag. The stag Actaeon has kept, 

however, his human mind and is aware of his situation. But that is still not enough 

punishment. As they spot him, his own dogs go after him and tear him apart, while his 

friends stand by exclaiming: ‘Where is Actaeon? What a pity he cannot see his dogs 

devouring their prey.’ 

Hidden Lessons? 

If the viewer knows this story, all of a sudden, when reading the title, the sultry Sunday-

afternoon atmosphere changes into one of ominous disaster. What seemed innocent is not. 

The discrepancy between the presentation and the title leads to questions. How is the boy 

an Actaeon? In his thoughts and looks? And what about the Diana-girl? Why has the artist 

chosen this subject? What is he trying to tell us by using this title? Maybe a flashback will 

help, because Andrejevic is not the first or only artist to depict this story. 

In the 16th and 17th centuries a painter was highly praised, if he painted ‘history-paintings’. 

The subject of a history-painting was a story not taken from history, but out of the Bible or 

classical literature, to which a moral lesson could be connected. What moral lesson is there 

to be detected in the story of Diana and Actaeon? A Dutch edition of 1703 gives us 

allegorical lessons of this sort: 

Mind your own business, don’t poke your nose in another man’s affairs. 

Don’t go hunting too often. The killing of beasts will deprive you of human feelings 

and you will become a beast yourself. 

Hunters, who are spoilt by hunting, are – one could say – devoured by their own 

dogs. 

The dogs are flatterers who gather around a high person.  

He feeds them, but in the end they will devour him. 

Another moral lesson may be discovered in Italy. In the castle of Fontanellato, Parmigianino 

decorated the boudoir or bathroom of Paola Gonzaga with wonderful frescoes of Diana and 

Actaeon. (See back cover.) They are said to be considered as a plea to Paola not to inflict 



harsh punishments, as Diana did. If Paola is compared to Diana, one might wonder what role 

is left for her husband. The role of Actaeon? 

Respectable pornography dangerous? 

But mythological stories were extremely popular for still another reason. By choosing a story 

connected with a moral lesson, the artist provide himself with the possibility of painting the 

female nude. And the spectator (or buyer) could look at such a painting without remorse or 

punishment. The Venetian painter Titian painted six Metamorphoses, amongst them a 

Diana and Actaeon, for the bedroom of the young king of Spain, Philip II. In Titian’s letters 

we read that he was especially interested in the opportunity the stories gave him to paint 

female figures from a different point of view.  

The story of Diana and Actaeon was especially popular because a painter could portray in 

one painting several female nudes in different poses, while the moral lesson – Actaeon with 

his antlers – was at the same time clearly present. To prove this take a good look at the 

painting of the Dutch painter Wttewael. Diana and her nymphs are about to take a bath. In 

the foreground nymphs impose their seductive nakedness in all different kinds of poses. 

Diana herself is seated to the left in the middle of the painting. The nymph loosening her 

sandal bends in such a way that her clothing slips over her, exposing erotic parts of her 

body. In the background we discover Actaeon, the antlers visible on his forehead. 

But let’s return to Milet Andrejevic. Is there a moral lesson to connect with this 20th-century 

version? Are we as spectators aroused by looking at this picture? How will this version end? 

I asked my Dutch pupils, who came up with varied responses, including: 

‘Actaeon gets AIDS/’ 

‘The man will be devoured by his own pitbull terriers.’ 

‘He cannot forget her and places an advertisement in the paper: Woman in park, you 

dressed in such and such way. Me with dog. Eye contact. Would like to meet you.’ 
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